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The Setup
Almost one year ago, former President Trump declared a national emergency and the White
House announced a 15-day plan to slow the spread of the coronavirus. Governments around
the world either preceded the U.S. or soon followed with similar pronouncements. The
upsurge in totalitarianism since these edicts were installed is mind-boggling.
Staying home, social distancing, and hand washing were the ﬁrst steps in the slippery slope
towards medical martial law. Then came the lockdowns and mandatory face mask policies.
These were soon followed by pressure to take a COVID-19 test, contact tracing, and
quarantines. Next were vaccines that were rushed to production, given only “emergency
use authorization” by the FDA and still deemed experimental, having completely skipped
long-term safety studies. Now, the threat of vaccine passports/certiﬁcates represents the
next step towards complete tyranny and subjugation of the people.
All of these draconian measures have served as social engineering tools to get people used
to having “experts” and government oﬃcials tell them what to do. In fact, you could argue
that all of humanity (outside those in authority) has been slowly tortured over the past year.
With staggering numbers of suicides and rising rates of substance abuse, many decided to
just check out. The remaining masses have been subjected to classical conditioning like
Pavlov’s dogs. During this “plandemic”, most people have been retrained to depend on
authorities to tell them when they can go to work, visit loved ones, travel, go to church, hug
someone or even shake their hand.
The path to totalitarian control always starts with something simple and
seemingly reasonable. It’s also usually accompanied by a promise of peace
and safety in exchange for surrendering one’s rights.
– Jesse Smith, Mask Up! The Con Game to Destroy Your Freedom
Loving Your Oppressors
There is a sickness going around that’s much worse than any coronavirus. It’s called
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“Stockholm Syndrome” and it infects those who are too ignorant, trusting, and fearful to
question those in authority and hold them accountable.
Infected people lap up every word people like Dr. Anthony Fauci say, no matter how many
times he’s contradicted himself or even been caught lying.
They fully agree with taking a vaccine rolled out at warp speed with completely new
technology that’s never before been tested on human beings. They yell at people in stores
who refuse to wear face masks.
They call anyone with facts contradicting the mainstream narrative a conspiracy theorist.
They cheer when people who disagree with them get censored, deplatformed, and even lose
their jobs. They don’t balk when authorities extend or issue new state of emergency rules
restricting their freedom.
They don’t even get angry when hypocritical oﬃcials are caught violating their own rules.
But they are quick to attack anyone challenging their beloved rulers and attempting to
restore liberty such as when Texas Governor Greg Abbott reopened the state and lifted
mask mandates (well, sort of).
I can't do anything about @GovAbbott's dereliction of duty, but I can choose to
#WearAMask. pic.twitter.com/bLisLcYZkK
— Champion of Democracy (@rojawi) March 4, 2021

Spurs coach blasts Texas governor for lifting mask mandate: "ridiculous" and
"ignorant" https://t.co/8jqhkCtTj1 pic.twitter.com/H9eI3R1538
— The Hill (@thehill) March 4, 2021

We all know someone infected with this syndrome. It might be a family member, close
friend, co-worker or neighbor. They have been conditioned to love their despotic overlords.
In turn they’ve learned to love their slavery and cheer when authorities clamp down and
then “allow” them to do what was once normal and considered basic rights. It’s because of
people like this that greater restrictions and oppression await us all.
One Passport to Rule Us All
The engineers of the “plandemic” recognized that new technology is often
resisted by the masses, but could be adopted quickly due to a public health
crisis. What better way to coerce people into using technology that has long
been planned to enslave humanity than by holding them hostage to a “deadly”
virus causing people to fear for their lives?
– Jesse Smith, Dystopia Now! – Surveillance Through Vaccine Certiﬁcates,
Digital IDs, and Biometric Data
Vaccine or “immunity” passports represent the ﬁnal nail in the coﬃn of freedom. If the
following headlines don’t get you angry, then you must be among those with Stockholm
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Syndrome who are unassumingly helping the elites erect a digital prison planet that will be
extremely diﬃcult to escape.
“The World Much Smaller for Those Without Vaccines”
“How to Reopen the Economy Safely? Immunity Passports.”
“Welcome to the New Normal, Let’s See Your Immunity Passport”
“Inside The Race To Create A Covid Passport And Change Travel As We Know It”
The passports are already being used in Israel to “allow” vaccinated citizens to resume
visiting places such as gyms, hotels, and sporting venues.
The Israeli “Green Pass” has created a de facto medical apartheid state with those who
refuse vaccination (for whatever reason) being treated like second class citizens. In
February, vaccinated Israelis got the opportunity to enjoy an outdoor concert, while the
country’s unvaccinated social pariahs were barred from attending.

Vaccinated Israelis Get ‘Green Pass’ to Normal Life

Israeli Health Minister Yuli Edelstein warned that if citizens violate the Green Pass scheme,
he would not hesitate to close the economy again, stating:
We will close the economy just as fast as we are now opening.
To top it oﬀ, Israel has also issued “Freedom Bracelets” to be worn by those entering the
country from abroad. The bracelets will take the place of a mandatory two-week quarantine
in a special facility. So, when traveling into Israel, your choices are to wear a monitoring
device like a convicted felon or face a two-week quarantine in a military administered hotel.
The bracelets were developed by SuperCom, a company specializing in oﬀender tracking
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devices. While discussing the Israeli government contract for the quarantine bracelets,
SuperCom CEO and president Ordan Trabelsi, stated:
We call it a ‘freedom bracelet’ because we are not locking anybody up, but
rather giving them the opportunity to go home.
Does this sound like freedom to you?

Israel’s new “Freedom Bracelet.” Image credit: SuperCom

Ilana Rachel Daniel, a health advisor and information oﬃcer for the Rappeh political party in
Jerusalem, has shined the light on Israel’s attempts to deny informed consent and negate
bodily autonomy. In the following interview she tackles a “journalist” head on, pointing out
that the COVID-1984 vaccines have not received full FDA approval among several other
salient points.
In an audio recording, Daniel sounded the alarm about the drastic measures the
government was installing, saying:
They’re making this green passport where half the population cannot get into
theaters or malls or all sorts of things unless you have taken the vaccination.
They are creating a medical Apartheid.
They’re making people wear an ankle bracelet, a security bracelet when they
come back from travelling. It’s absolutely insane.
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd., an Israeli cybersecurity company, has implemented
the vaccine apartheid system for its employees. If you are fully vaccinated, you get to enjoy
company perks such as hair salon treatments, access to the on-site gym and play in game
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rooms that your unvaccinated peers can’t access. Without proof of vaccination or a negative
COVID-19 test, you can’t even eat with your co-workers, but must remain isolated at your
desk. By April, those who can’t demonstrate vaccination proof will not even be allowed to
enter the building!
Regarding the policies, company spokesman Gil Messing said:
We’re not shaming anyone. We’re not pointing ﬁngers. We are just
saying, ‘This will be our policy.’ If you get the vaccination, you get beneﬁts that
others do not.
To top it all oﬀ, Yuli Edelstein further warned,
Whoever doesn’t vaccinate will only go out to supermarkets or pharmacies,
while the vaccinated will go to stadiums and gyms.
After recognizing that these statements presented a legal nightmare, health oﬃcials
acknowledged that those with negative tests from the previous 48 hours would also be
allowed entry. However, oﬃcials want to make getting tested more diﬃcult by restricting
locations and increasing prices so that more people opt for vaccines instead.
To add insult to injury, Israel’s parliament joined action taken previously by the Spanish
government in approving a law to create a registry of people who choose not to be
vaccinated against the coronavirus. The personal information of vaccine refusers will be
shared with local and national authorities for at least the next three months.
Though the Green Pass initiative is only supposed to last for six months, Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu is in talks with Pﬁzer and Moderna to deliver extra vaccines to allow for
a second dose for all later this year. This would mean that the current passports would have
to be renewed all over again for those receiving the second vaccination.
Through international coalitions like GAVI and COVAX, governments and Big Pharma have
morphed into a singular medical gestapo cajoling all to take their vaccines through
propaganda, extreme coercion tactics, and hiding factual information. Governments have
completely sold out their populations to the larger agenda I spelled out clearly in Beware the
Vaccine Pt. 5. Pﬁzer has even demanded that countries purchasing its vaccine surrender
military bases, embassy buildings, and other sovereign assets as collateral against expected
vaccine injury lawsuits.
It’s Not Just Israel
The UK and many European countries are also seriously considering implementing the
passport scheme. The European Commission recently announced draft legislation to
create a “Digital Green Pass.”
India has joined the list, adding a QR code certiﬁcate version.
It shouldn’t surprise anyone that China has also launched their own version called the
International Travel Health Certiﬁcate available from its WeChat mobile app.
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For Americans, please don’t rest on your laurels thinking that this is something only
happening abroad. The U.S. is also ﬁrmly on board with the vaccine passport scheme.
Currently, the state of New York is testing its own vaccine passport called the “Excelsior
Pass.” The oﬃcial announcement states:
“Developed in partnership with IBM, the Excelsior Pass will use proven, secure
technology to conﬁrm an individual’s vaccination or a recent negative COVID-19 test
through a conﬁdential data transfer to help fast-track the reopening of theaters,
stadiums and other businesses in accordance with New York State guidelines…The
Excelsior Pass will play a critical role in getting information to venues and sites in a
secure and streamlined way, allowing us to fast-track the reopening of these businesses
and getting us one step closer to reaching a new normal.”
Airlines are also major peddlers of the passport hustle. The president of Airlines for America
(A4A) is pressuring Congress on behalf of airlines such as American, Delta, JetBlue,
Southwest, United, and Alaska Airlines to strongly consider going against WHO’s current
recommendation of not making vaccine passports mandatory for air travel.
The Los Angeles school district has partnered with Microsoft to launch the ‘Daily Pass’ app.
The app’s software will be used to schedule and track district-managed coronavirus tests
and vaccinations. Students and faculty must gain app clearance before being allowed into
schools once they open.
Recently, Arthur Kaplan, an NYU medical ethics professor, went on CNN to espouse the idea
of these Naziesque “yellow badge” vaccine passports, stating:
If you promise people more mobility, more ability to get a job, more ability to
get travel, that’s a very powerful incentive to actually achieve fuller
vaccination.
Vaccine passports do require access; it’s hard to impose anything unless you
are pretty sure that somebody can get a vaccine. So I think it’ll be a little while
before we see this, let’s say within the U.S.
But there are going to be communities and areas of the country where it starts
to make sense due to high availability of the vaccine to say, ‘you wanna come
back to work in person? Gotta show me a vaccine certiﬁcate. You wanna go in
a bar, a restaurant? Gotta show me a vaccine certiﬁcate.
It’s All Part of the Global Agenda
The “debate” over whether to implement vaccine passports is happening all over the world.
No matter what these passport apps are called, they will likely all be underpinned by a
common software or framework that will enable them to “talk to each other” despite the
country of origin. The leading developers of this technology include AOK Pass, Common
Pass, the Vaccination Credential Initiative, Good Health Pass Collaborative, and the IATA
Travel Pass.
What all of these companies, organizations, and initiatives have in common are their ties to
the World Economic Forum, the digital transformation of society, and global governance. If
you haven’t seen the documentary Decoding Davos: The Global Endgame, I suggest you do
so soon. It provides a clear understanding of how this global think tank is manipulating the
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world into a “Great Reset” that promises strict control of all human life under new digital
technology such as vaccine passports.
With President Biden marching in lockstep with these global plans, recently threatening to
“reinstate restrictions” if suﬃcient progress in ﬁghting the virus isn’t made, I wonder how
long Americans will continue to be lulled to sleep thinking that freedom and normalcy is just
around the corner?
The authoritarian overlords installing this new medical martial law regime will demand total
compliance before all is said and done. If you decide for whatever reason to refuse the
coronavirus vaccine, prepare to be treated like an outcast and possibly deemed a criminal
as this “Minority Report” dystopia marches on. Now is the time to do whatever you can to
free yourself from dependence on the systems currently in place and those the global cabal
are planning to make the new normal in the near future.
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
This article was originally published on Truth Unmuted.
Jesse Smith is an independent journalist who operates the Truth Unmuted website. Truth
Unmuted is dedicated to exposing the lies, motives, and methods of the global cabal trying
to force humanity into a new world order. The website covers issues such as technocracy,
globalism, transhumanism, politics, health, and other relevant topics that tie into global
agendas.
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